How to Get Started - Gauge Station Manager

- Create an user account, see the citizen getting started document
- Contact Ben Ruddell at benjamin.ruddell@nau.edu to receive upgraded status
- Login to Mobile Hydrology with your credentials
- View your gauges or all gauges using the “My Gauges” button on the top right of the app
- Create new gauge by clicking the new gauge button
- Enter the information about the gauge in the text fields provided
- Be sure to enter the total number of stripes visible above ground, fractional values can be entered.
- Click on the map to select the location of the gauge or enter the values manually in the latitude and longitude text boxes
- Create the gauge by clicking the “Create” button

Viewing Data

- Navigate to your gauges by clicking "My Gauges" button on the top right of the app
- Select the gauge you want to view
- You can view the observations made for this gauge
- You can also edit the gauge by clicking the "Edit Gauge" button in the top right
- You can delete this gauge by clicking the "Delete Gauge" button in the top right